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STRUCTURAL LOGIC OF AI
SURVEILLANCE AND ITS
NORMALISATION IN THE PUBLIC SPHERE

Yong Jin Park

This study examines the fundamental logics of surveillance impetus in the rapid transition
to AI-based information processing. In this paper, these logics are called axioms—three
principles of (1) concentrated architectural codes, (2) constrained user psychology, and
(3) peculiar characteristics of data as information. This study argues that each axiom per-
petuates AI’s tendency to solidify data surveillance and normalises it in newly emerged AI-
driven public spheres. This is a conceptual paper structured in the following sections—(a)
axioms (three principles maintaining the impetus of surveillance normalisation), (b)
mutual shaping (interaction between users and institutions reinforcing surveillance), and
(c) policy remedies (policy principles fixing normalisation). The thesis of this paper is the nor-
malisation of AI—perpetuated by three axioms—is the product of mutual shaping between
institutions and uses as “data-hungry” algorithms exacerbate the tendency in which users
are to participate willingly in surveillance. This poses the concern that data surveillance in
its pronounced normalising processes becomes an industrial structural problem, not an epi-
sodic one. This paper concludes by calling for sanguine intervention measures, collectively
tackling the structural recurrence of surveillance in the U.S.-specific contexts but also touch-
ing upon even broader global policy discussion.

KEYWORDS Personal data; surveillance; AI policy; critical algorithm studies

By any measure, it has become quite a banal statement to pronounce that AI surveillance is
“literally” everywhere. Consumer products, with its intelligence shifted from analogue to AI-
based algorithm processing, have insatiable appetite for personal data, posing unprece-
dented risks to privacy. With Amazon, shopping has already changed. Personal histories
of shopping records remain ontologically permanent and its AI accurately predicts what
a shopper wants better than she does. In this public spheres of ubiquitous surveillance,
the government has easier means to view citizens’ lives by obtaining access to a single
digital platform. Facebook alone, for instance, can hold a vast array of traceable digital
trails of personal records surpassing that of any national government database. Simply
put, AI gobbles up personal data and surveilles us “automatically.”

The aim of this paper is to conceptualise the pattern of emergent AI-based auto-
mated surveillance as “normalisation” process. On a fundamental ground, this work
draws upon the insight by Michel Foucault (1975) in his “Discipline and Punish” in order
to establish AI surveillance as the process of “normalisation.” Foucault’s original idea is
that social institutions, such as law, policing, medicine, and/or education, exercise disciplin-
ary practices to control those citizens who do not conform to established standards of
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social practice. The essence of this hegemonic practice—or simply, the prevailing norm in
given domains of social lives—is only to serve the dominant interest of established powers.
In his words, Foucault (1975) noted,

The judges of normality are present everywhere. We are in the society of the teacher-
judge, the doctor-judge, the educator-judge, the social worker-judge; it is on them that
the universal reign of the normative is based; and each individual, wherever he may
find himself, subjects to it his body, his gestures, his behavior, his aptitudes, his
achievements.

It is significant to note that the statement above does not directly touch upon personal
data surveillance. However, Foucault’s insight is that the practice of prevailing normality,
in ways in which certain systems naturally reject and punish any individual resistance to
the established norms, is becoming the structural logic on its own inertia that sustains
control. From this, one can infer why the practice of AI surveillance, in its personal data col-
lection and monitoring in digital platforms, may become the institutional form of normal-
isation, which sets behavioural standards, rules or expectations in governing individual
users in their digital consumption. That is, AI functions effectively as a structural device
that disciplines (or fails to accept) those who refuse to comply with automated surveillance
by simply denying the platform access to the users who do not follow the most basic rule of
data submission. On a more practical level, this study explicates three AI axioms to support
the central thesis, which aims to show how such conceptualising AI surveillance as “normal-
isation” can serve as a useful conceptual basis to understand (and thus, intervene to fix) the
impetus behind current institutional practices by digital AI industry and social media
platforms.

In examining the structural and normalising logic of AI surveillance in public sphere,
this paper starts with the underlying premise that the shaping of digital surveillance will
never be separable from users-people as well as system producers-institutions (Giddens
1983). Pursuing this insight, one might find a reason to pause to dissect the interactive
process in which individuals and institutions, not only influence each other, but also
produce a different set of net outcomes as a result of their interaction (Neuman 1991,
2016; Van Dijk 2020). In this regard, the typology of three AI axioms is an effort to clarify
conceptual ambiguities regarding institutional causes of perpetuating AI surveillance, ulti-
mately aiming to (1) improve the conceptual precision in scholarly and policy discourses
and (2) generate regulatory insights that can guide future policy intervention in AI-
related U.S. and EU regulatory contexts.

This work is thus motivated by the deepening concern about the algorithmic well-
being of public sphere (Habermas 1984; Neuman 1991, 2016; Van Dijk 2020), as the funda-
mental function of “self-organising” and “rational” participation in public life among citi-
zens began to be replaced entirely by digital platforms and their commercial algorithms
(Gillespie 2018; Shin 2019). Increasing dependence of public sphere on personal data-
based AI-driven automatisation heralds a new era in which the algorithmic nudging of
people’s behaviour can be exercised in massive but subtle ways than ever before. The
root of the problem is that as the citizens’ relationships with public life become organised
and reorganised based on AI, the relationship between the state government and individ-
uals, which is newly emerging in public sphere, has also altered and raised the question of
the platform governmentality—how commercial algorithms set out to establish the
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rationales, rules or techniques surrounding the data collection, retention or appropriation
in their control (Foucault 1975; Törnberg and Uitermark 2020).

The argument below departs from this, with critical eyes on three principles perpe-
tuating the impetus of surveillance normalisation and its shaping that comprises insti-
tutions, on the one hand, and users on the other hand. This is a conceptual paper,
drawing the interdisciplinary insights from information economics (data object), behaviour-
al economics (user), critical studies (perspective) and policy analysis (problem-solution).
Henceforth, this study is not a discourse analysis; neither does it aim to be an empirical
inquiry. Instead, it takes a holistic approach to lay conceptual foundations upon which
the dynamics of automated AI surveillance in various future AI-based digital platforms
can be better understood and channelled.

When AI Meets Old Surveillance—Three Axioms

Axiom 1: Concentrated Surveillance

Lessig (2009) suggested that “code is a law”—an elegant point that illustrates how a
new technology is organised in particular ways can effectively serve as a set of structural
constraints regulating people’s behaviour. The code in this context of personal data surveil-
lance is the concentrated consumption condition under which people and their behaviour-
al data are calibrated to be monitored, collected and appropriated with a particular set of
algorithmic principles. The precise nature of these architectural constraints can vary from
one software or hardware to another; however, Lessig’s pointed insight may well speak
to the fact that the unregulated industry of algorithmic surveillance, as in AIs of Facebook
and Google, remains unfettered and entirely free to set up, design and modify the techno-
logical-architectural condition of electronic public spheres, controlling people’s behaviour,
their interaction and data flow.

The elements of the architectural condition of surveillance concentration in public
spheres are described in Figure 1. First, we see the potentially vast flow of data from the
top layer, where a person or a device user is located, to the very bottom layer, where
the physical backbone of digital infrastructure, namely Internet, is rooted. One might
characterise this integrated flow of personal data across different levels of data ecosystem
as the vertical integration of surveillance. Second, personal data are constantly “pushed
and pulled” by a digital platform, whose databases can interconnect sets of information
that users generate with those of other platforms or/and affiliated third parties. This can
be said as the horizontal integration of surveillance in which personal data possibly
travel among different platforms in the same area of business interest. Combined, that is
to note unregulated data flow in AI-based digital ecosystem.

It is not hard to see the ways in which the horizontal and vertical concentration of
digital ecosystems will deepen the vulnerability of personal data misuse, unwarranted
access, security breach, potential exploitations or manipulation based on a person’s
detailed private record, to the extent that collection, appropriation, transfer and algorithm
processing of personal data remain largely unregulated. For example, Netflix (the most
dominant subscription-based digital platform for viewing) can pass on personal viewing
data to in-house or affiliated third-party app developer, which might better programme
automated video suggestion (vertical integration), while Amazon Prime, in a (hypothetical)
strategic alliance, may want to share with YouTube or access its customer data, such as
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demographics and viewing patterns/preference, in order to better customise Amazon
Prime offerings and to increase their market share in digital video platform (horizontal
integration).

The overall structure of un-regulated AI-based data industry surely indicates: (1) the
de facto status of the near monopoly in digital platforms whereby a single company

Market Status             Logical Layer               AI Products

Search queries, 
Shopping record 

etc.
Information

Devices

ISPs

Opt-out option

Advertiser
Marketers

Near Monopoly

Oligopoly

Proprietary 

Discriminatory
Non Neutral 

Google map, 
Apps, etc.

FB, Google, 
Netflix, Amazon, 

etc.

Amazon Alexa, 
Google Home, 

etc.

Cloud services

Verizon, AT&T, 
Comcast, etc.

Application

Platform

Data Network

FIGURE 1
Vertical-Horizontal Data Concentration
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controls most of market shares (e.g. Facebook in social network and Google in search
engine industry); (2) the oligopoly of few manufacturers that dominate in Internet of
Things, wearables, mobile and smartphone devices (e.g. Google Home, Alexa, Apple and
Samsung); (3) the closely-guarded proprietary standard of big data cloud services (e.g.
Amazon, Google, Netflix, etc.); and (4) the virtual monopoly of ISPs (e.g. Verizon and
Comcast) in most cities, where citizens have only limited choices over access to digital infra-
structure and online (see Dahlgren 2018). Particularly, this concentrated surveillance struc-
ture, under which users’ personal data can be transmitted and shared across different
commercial platforms, raises a grave concern about numerous platforms respectively
and jointly developing a deeper knowledge of a person that would have been impossible
to obtain via a single platform.

Axiom 2: Data Peculiarities in AI

Another layer of complexity can be found in unique characteristics of personal data as
information. First, on top of the decreasing cost of digital data processing in general (Neuman
1991), the collection, as well as the retention, transfer and appropriation of personal data,
have become cheaper than ever before. Moore’s Curve in 1975 predicted processing capa-
bility doubling roughly every 18 months, along with the drastic decrease in cost per bit.
As dramatic as this prediction was, however, today’s exponential growth of the digital
capacity in data storage is even more drastic, driving the cost down even further. This over-
whelming trend of lowering costs of data collection has critical consequences. For it makes
the AI harvesting of extraneous data points far less costly than any human-to-human infor-
mation collection and thus, unthreatening to any business model based on AI-algorithm.
Even when the massively surveilled data turn out to be erroneous for the purpose of data
collection, the cost of data collection is minimum.

Second, the monetary value, created based on data, is disproportionately larger than
that of raw data. In other words, the return of investment on personal data processing and
appropriation tends to be far greater than the cost that has to be initially “sunk” for the
obtainment of the data upfront. This is different from mass media product, of which the
production of “the first copy” is enormously costly with “high sunk” fee, such as talent sal-
aries and above-the-line production cost like scriptwriting, directing and editing (see
Couldry and Mejias 2018, for the abundance of data that are freely available for appropria-
tion). Rather, the sunk cost, as in the case of online tracking of an individual person’s web
browsing via bots, cookies, web beacons, etc., is so low that any AI-generated value will be
likely to be high enough to recuperate the upfront investment for data surveillance.

Third, the increase in value will be exponential in both scale and scope, once an initial
value is created based on data. In terms of scale, the cost of reproducing the value-added
data profiles will amount to almost zero, by linking to the full scopes of databases (i.e.
copying and transferring digital databases interconnected vertically and horizontally). In
terms of scope, the depth of exploitation can be even deeper, given a person’s digital
traces in AI-driven ecosystem that is vastly interconnected can virtually capture every
facet of the person’s life. The lesson is that selling or transferring these values compiled
on comprehensive ranges of data points to the third parties like marketers, non-profits,
government agencies and campaign fundraisers, does not (1) diminish the value of per-
sonal data and (2) exclude the continuous future uses by the AI in its algorithmic processing
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of the already constructed databases. Simply put, the irreversible trend of lowering costs of
data collection and processing by AI-algorithms cannot be even comparable to that of any
other information activities by traditional institutional actors, such as print news media or
broadcasting journalism—for instance.

Axiom 3: The Surveillance “Nudge” in AI

Gandy and Nemorin (2018) described a persistent pattern in which the omnipresent
AI-based digitisation can exacerbate the vulnerability of individuals, whose behavioural
principle is often hindered by cognitive constraints as well as structural conditions. By
drawing upon a critical perspective of political economy, their argument builds the proble-
matic nature of asymmetrical power between individuals and institution and the extent to
which their interaction plays a role in shaping the performance of unregulated markets.
Their argument is helpful, given their insight that privacy (and the lack of it) is a much
product of the mutual function of persons and institutions (Webster and Ksiazek 2012).
In this context, the “nudge” is a necessary policy intervention without which the ontologi-
cal status of individuals can be reduced to objects or “things” for the purpose of insti-
tutional algorithmic calculations (Sellar and Thompson 2016).

Prisoner’s dilemma (Dutton et al. 2005; Hamilton 2000) extends the argument in an
interesting way. Consider the diagram in Figure 2. A and B indicate respective values for an
institutional actor (digital AI platform) and an individual actor (user data as an object of AI).
When they decide to cooperate, both obtain values (A + B). In this case, cooperation means

A = value for digital platform, such as advertising 
B = value for person such as automatic suggestions

CA = cost for AI, opportunity to micro-target a person
CB = cost for person, AI-generated automation 

No Data Data

No
Data

–A – B
(no AI service)

A – B
(CB)

Data –A + B
(CA) 

A + B 
(full AI service)

FIGURE 2
Data Submission (Person) and Use (AI)
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date submission or agreement that data will be used for the AI. Values that an AI platform
obtains are the data and potential databases, while the values for users are (1) (allegedly)
better, customised or personalised service and (2) AI-automated recommendations as well
as (3) the access to the service. When both do not trust each other and decide to defect, all
lose values (−A− B). If one decides to cooperate but the other defects, we begin to have
complications. To be more precise, if the defector is a user, we have A− B. The trouble is
that when a user decides to defect, that means de facto exclusion from, not a particular
platform, but the same type of AI-based service, because a digital platform given one
market is often a monopoly.

This non-symmetrical relationship between users and institutions can be rep-
resented numerically. Assuming that A or B can be simply assigned with an equal
value of 1, we thus do have 0 for user cost (A− B) and also 0 for AI cost (−A + B) in
case of non-symmetrical participation. Nonetheless, we already know that the value
cannot be exactly same. The platform AI deals with numerous users (not a single
user); thus losing one user amounts to true zero to AI. On the other hand, a user
deals with only one platform; losing one platform amounts to true 100 to that individual.
This is also different from the situation in which a digital AI platform decides to defect
from data use (−A + B) or deviate from at least the way it is “explicitly or implicitly con-
sented.” For instance, the AI might fail to predict and recommend accurately what a cus-
tomer prefers. Or there can be a case in which the AI does not deliver automatised
service or it may divulge data to third parties, exposed to illegal data breach. The
fact that the defect by a user will be forever known to the AI, whereas the defect by
the AI can be hardly known to a user attests asymmetrical nature of digital transaction
(Sadowski and Pasquale 2015).

The opportunity cost of defect on the part of AI will stay minimal, given the user data
have been already taken. After all, the monetary benefit from data might not come in a
short term but in the long term, and will be based on not a single data point, but multiple
data points of repeated situations. Notice in the above Figure 2: even in the best optimal
cooperation of A + B, the equilibrium and the balance between cost and benefit is not
evenly distributed because the cost for the user participating in AI always remains—that
is, privacy, a status of being surveilled forced upon a user, or a sense of dignity reduced
to sets of data points (Cheney-Lippold 2017; Lupton 2013; Van Dijk 2020). This is the
nature of a dilemma that is “coded” for the AI never to lose.

Three Axioms, Combined

What has been highlighted above is this: First, the structural condition, under which
an individual person is situated in AI industries, remains deeply concentrated and intercon-
nected as very few dominant institutional actors are in the best position to exploit the full
dimensions of personal data. Second, as people become be subject to the ubiquitous AI
surveillance, personal data as information do carry key unique characteristics (of non-
rivalry and non-exclusivity), in that the potentially huge margin of return as a market
product is propelling the intensification of massive data collection. Third, in the perform-
ance of unregulated AI industry, the purported “rational” dynamics of the interaction
between an individual and AI platforms, as seen in a prisoner’s dilemma-like scenario,
tend to situate a person in a position to be unable to exercise privacy but to accept
data surveillance as an entry condition of almost every digital participation. Tying all
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these is that AI surveillance can be interpreted from those multiple angles, as (1) the infor-
mational issues characteristic of data object from a perspective of information economics,
as (2) the constraint of individuals’ behaviour from a point of view by behavioural econ-
omics, and finally, as (3) the problem of institutional concentration of data power from a
critical viewpoint. These seemingly disjointed rationales, as this study argues, are the fun-
damental impetuses driving AI surveillance in its own respective and distinctive ways. As
the whole of different parts is not the same as an additive sum of each of them,
however, their combination exerts its critical capacity for shaping AI-driven public
sphere, conditioning how individuals and institutions mutually influence, shape and con-
struct the normalisation of data-based surveillance.

Individual-Institution in Mutual Shaping

Here an important point about this is that AI is built into harvesting as much personal
data as possible so as to produce “intelligence” and to make certain decisions or rec-
ommendations—thus, regulating behaviour. The logic is the more data, the better—a spur-
ious logic of “big data” (boyd and Crawford 2012), but a much practiced one in the AI
industry. This way, the unregulated AI industry, by design, will be always “data-hungry”
and its algorithm will be ready to gobble up any data that may later turn out to be contex-
tually irrelevant or even of no use (Nissenbaum 2009). Pinpointing actual harm or malicious
intent of data surveillance is of less point, as the violation of privacy has already occurred
with digital consumption presuming user consent (whether explicit or implicit) of data col-
lection. On an even more fundamental level, the issue at stake is the “normalisation” of
digital surveillance in personal data-based AI system. By this, we must not simply mean
the intensification of data collection in Web 1.0 era. Nor does it refer to the digital trans-
formation of interpersonal face-to-face surveillance that has been prevalent since human
interaction ever existed in public arenas (Goffman 1967; Westin 2003).

On the user side, the fact that users often decide to give up data—or simply suc-
cumbed to personal data submission—is well documented (Park 2018a, 2018b, 2021). A
study by Turow, Hennessy, and Draper (2015), for instance, characterised this privacy
control behaviour as helplessly “being resigned to” the request for personal data,
because individuals in their limited cognitive capacity cannot fight or resist the influx of
data request—notably, in exchange of free access to platform services. Gandy and
Nemorin (2018), on the other hand, noted that the user’s decision to divulge data might
reflect typical behavioural patterns among ordinary people, when being nudged by algor-
ithms. This is alarming, but not surprising to understand people’s vulnerability to manipu-
lative AI, as user rationality is habitually bounded with the convenience of inaction (also see
Neuman 2016; cf. Park and Oh 2021). Understanding these user-side dynamics, the critical
concern of this paper is about the inertia behind the mutual shaping of AI surveillance—
with the fundamental impetus of AI surveillance underlying the institutional behaviour,
on the one hand, and the individuals’ behavioural habits and cognitive constraints, on
the other hand. One of the central thesis in this work is that the prior debates on AI surveil-
lance have focused on the dystopian algorithmic trends alone. But that is the description of
a symptom, not the root-structural determinants, which help us better identify (thus, give
us a clue on how to redesign) the structural conditions that are inductive of normalisation
of surveillance.
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The continuous trend toward AI-based surveillance will surely introduce elite scho-
larly debates, policy discussion, and occasionally, public resentment, for instance, about
Facebook’s yet another data breach of its billions users, in October 2018—less than six
months since Cambridge Analytica scandal broke out. However, as AI will make its way
into the entirety of our “normal” digital experiences, the best prediction will be less and
less of the public shock and thus, little resistance, and this trend of no change will be dee-
pening, combined with no “nudge” from policy intervention in Washington DC (Gandy and
Nemorin 2018). For instance, Edward Snowden’s revelation about NSA PRISM programme
in 2013 dissipated largely from public discourse—such a critical moment in mass surveil-
lance by the U.S. government that involved every citizen’s digital experience on the Inter-
net, digital newspapers, Google, Amazon, mobile phone, emails, etc. (Evens and Van
Damme 2016; Lyon 2014). In fact, we found very little evidence suggesting that Edward
Snowden’s revelation about NSA surveillance ever changed individual behaviour. Nor
did Facebook users migrate into other social network services after a series of Facebook
data breach incidents.

This is not the same as claiming that people remain unconcerned or do not care
about privacy (Hargittai and Marwick 2016; Park, Chung, and Shin 2018; Park 2018b; Park
and Shin 2020). Ordinary people, as AI continuously processes personal records, may be
dealing and struggling with the complexity of “normalisation” of surveillance in which
the type and intensity of personal information exposure remain deeply ingrained in
people’s mundane digital experience. Noble (2018), in her critique of high-tech industry,
chastised algorithm as a tool of oppression. Focusing on our experiences with Google
search engine and Yelp, Noble correctly rejected the optimism that search engines like
Google through its algorithms can offer an equal playing field for different forms of
ideas. Instead, algorithm perpetuates bias against women of colour and marginalised
populations, as Google searches are designed based on people who are white and male.
Likewise, the new forms of AI-based data collection that normalises a routine of surveil-
lance can potentially create further inequalities by translating seemingly banal data and
defining and classifying people into a “sort,” or a type and a target, under the guise of
bringing posited consumer benefits of personalisation and customisation.

Foucault’s Discipline and Punish—in AI Context

Here Michel Foucault (1975) in Discipline and Punish offered yet another
critical insight that can be applied to the “normalisation” of AI-based surveillance in
which new ways of collecting, retaining and organising personal data become routinely
engrained in everyday life. To Foucault, this type of a force, in the form of a machinery
in the AI case, would be a disciplinary device for exercising social power and control, as
it rewards people conforming to its dominant rule, but punishes those who do not
accept the rule or follow the emerging norm of a proper conduct—thus, effectively reinfor-
cing power.

On the most rudimentary sense, an individual user, who refuses to the request of
data submission by a platform, is immediately punished by access denial and even disci-
plined (taught) (in Foucault’s sense) to be compliant with the entry condition of digital plat-
form services. Repeated situations with the constant influx of such demands are in fact the
normalising power in a circle of learned submission behaviour from the part of users, given
the surveillance (via data submission) is de facto normality against which to measure a
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user’s willingness to go against the very condition of the platforms. That is to say, the
crucial power of AI lies in its organising intelligence that can exclude those not conforming
to the routine norm of surveillance from any digital participation. What’s critical to realise in
this process is that the normalisation of digital surveillance is a product of the “mutual” con-
tribution from institutions, motivated to design the optimal digital platform, and individ-
uals, not necessarily coerced to do give up privacy but only to choose data submission
“voluntarily” so as not to create “noise” and thereby, safely avert the immediate risk of
being excluded from digital participation. Put bluntly, the differentials in the cost (1)
between data submission and non-submission and (2) between being surveilled and
refusal to be surveilled remain algorithmically too large in the AI ecosystem to disrupt
the normality of digital experience in order to undertake privacy protection—and create
“noise.”

We can imagine how easily we perceive the data surveillance as “normal” part of
human–machine interaction as we even consider AI-driven digital platforms, such as Face-
book and Alexa, as another social actor or at least, the place via which we can develop inti-
mate societal relationships through self-disclosure (Jiang, Bazarova, and Hancock 2011; also
see Evens and Van Damme 2016, in the context of developing digital newspaper access and
readership). This dynamics of interdependence, between two otherwise distinct and separ-
ate entities of institutions and individuals, naturally obtains the status of normalisation,
with the interplay of two forces constituting the system of digital surveillance in the
future of AI-based data ecosystem. The key point is that this mutual shaping by the two
separate but interconnected forces of individuals and institutions jointly sustains the AI
ecosystem and its surveillance practices embedded in social structure (Giddens 1983;
Neuman 1991, 2016). In other words, AI-based ecosystem is designed to produce the struc-
tural logic and condition that encourage data surveillance, which in turn helps clearly
define (and limit) people’s digital activities in their scopes and types, and thus, construct
identities according to the maximum utility value of the system needs (Gandy and
Nemorin 2018; Sandvig et al. 2016).

Note Foucault’s well-known premise of surveillance—Panopticon. This is still a useful
analogy describing surveillance in a totalitarian society as a prison-like architecture system,
in which one prison guard on top of a control power watches over those surveilled below,
thus governs the power of the system. Nevertheless, this study argues that the Panopticon-
perspective might be perhaps better retired in favour of Foucault’s own alternative notion
of normalisation as in his “Discipline and Punish.” By simply teaching a user to submit data
and how it is beneficial to her/him, AI surveillance in digital platforms exercises its demand
more subtly and perhaps more effectively than a central towering figure standing above all
of us. Namely, AI surveillance, in obtaining the automated standpoint of observation over
user participation, invokes (1) a more covert process than an overt exertion of control; (2) a
more interactive shaping between users and platform-institutions than a one-way totalitar-
ian dictation of what to do; and (3) a more self-disciplinary decision to cooperate with the
request of data submission than a threat or coercion. While this interpretation may present
a somewhat alternative perspective on surveillance, the notion of normalisation better
describes the structural condition in which AI surveillance occurs in indirect, subtle and
nuanced ways—thus explaining why the reversal of such trends in public sphere will be
impossible without looking at what is beneath in the digital platforms and the three
axioms fuelling their algorithmic systems.
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dannah boyd (2018) made this point in her sharp critique of how the algorithmic
world perpetuates hate on the Internet. The logic of boyd’s critique is that the banality
of unintended evil is actually more problematic than intended evil with a specific
purpose. It is because structural banality would push AI surveillance into a normalised
routine of digital participation whereby any observed negative effects (in defining who
we are) may be simply the result of differences calculated according to particular AIs
and their purposes, rather than any individual, wilful control or choices in how we
present ourselves (Goffman 1967; May and Finch 2009). In other words, unintended
harm may be more serious precisely because it makes even more difficult any efforts to
differentiate the effects from the causes and underlying motivations of surveillance, and
thus to repair the damage itself (see Gillespie 2014, 2018). The evil, in this case of digital
surveillance, is not Google, any Silicon Valley corporations, or even the U.S. government
tapping on its vast databases. Rather, it is systemic, lying in (1) bottom-line driven model
of profit imperatives and (2) reticent psychological nature of privacy behaviour. These
forces combine to perpetuate, reinforce and reward the continued growth of AI-based sur-
veillance system. The threat of harmful results of surveillance is real because its end output,
as in the case of Google search results, might eventually introduce oppressive effects, such
as perpetuations of misperceptions of women of colour. Nevertheless, we must recall that
the privacy loss and other “oppressive” consequences of the application of algorithms
might be far from the intended effects.

Look Ahead for Institutional Remedies: From Explainability to Axiom
Principles

This invites effective regulatory intervention, which should be innovative enough to
be devised outside the two forces of individual agencies and institutional imperative in
marketplace. On a policy level, we can focus on U.S.-specific regulatory contour as an
exemplary case, but because the issues raised above—especially in regards to three
axioms—touches upon personal data surveillance that are pervasive in AI and algorithm-
driven platforms in general, the fundamental regulatory lessons should apply equally to
EU and global contexts. Here it is important to highlight that the key debate regarding
AI policy solutions often evolves around AI explainability—the idea that suggests that
exposing information process specific to each individual algorithm decision will prevent
error, or increase trust over AI decision by enabling the public to gain knowledge into AI
(Doshi-Velez et al. 2017). This principle of AI explainability, though not directly, encom-
passes the notion that the AI collection and use of personal data too can be better gov-
erned by introducing a measure by which the data subject (under the purview of
specific AI decisions) can see inside AI. EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPA)’s
Article 22 is a reflection of this belief on “right to explanation,” providing a legal basis of
why one should be granted a right to obtain information about the logic of AI decisions.

However, what is unclear about AI explainability is whether any form of explanation
of specific AI decisions and its data collection practices can be plausible, and in fact helpful,
for individuals who cannot do much against surveillance to enter a commercial platform. In
other words, the critique here is that it is highly uncertain that people take effective actions
against data surveillance even in a very specific circumstance that is publicly known for AI
data monitoring and surveillance. Instead, the shift toward explainabiltiy, despite its good
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regulatory intention, rather creates a burden to an individual who might not even have
enough cognitive resources to understand and take actions (Wachter, Mittelstadt, and
Russell 2017). This point is well in line with the scepticism by Ananny and Crawford
(2018), who saw pragmatic limits of instilling transparency in algorithm-driven digital
environment, given their assessment of bounded user practices and knowledge.

As a matter of a fact, the central focus in this paper is to argue that the natural incli-
nations of institutions and individuals—either interactively or respectively—have never
been (more importantly in the future, will never be) inductive of privacy than surveillance,
if at all. To be clear, the task then is to recognise that it is the policy roles that should nudge
the private enterprises to better shape marketplace so that a person’s digital participation
is not to be subject only to surveillance. As noted above, this broad insight may not be only
concerning the U.S. regulatory environments where almost no or little direct governance
on AI-based industry exists, but also touch upon regulatory principles of AI in the
context of EU. Given the significance of GDPR that affects the data activities of U.S.
Silicon Valley-based firms as well as EU’s AI industry, it is important to advocate the funda-
mental changes in broad global principles (Wachter, Mittelstadt, and Russell 2017). Vogel
(1998) argued that the freer market needs the more regulations—his thesis is that the func-
tion of market in fact depends upon how to condition its operational terms of freedom,
while acknowledging that there is also a room for marketplace to fulfil. Accordingly, this
paper insists that we stay with high-level principles that can be flexible regardless of
specific technologies of which the unique threats can be hardly foreseen. Importantly,
the top-level regulatory attributes must stay beyond a perennial moot point enshrouded
in the ideological debate about government vs. market in order to bring meaningful sol-
utions to the table.

This study suggests the following elements of specific regulatory proposals, which
can be useful in addressing each of three axioms explained earlier. Note that these sugges-
tions directly concern U.S. regulatory reforms; however, they will also apply to a global
policy level, potentially guiding EU policy-makers in their effort to update GDPR.

. First, interface design of personal data-based AI applications, like social media plat-
forms, smart home devices and smartphone or wearables, are required to contain a
function that restricts third-party data access, appropriation and retention of personal
records.

. Second, horizontal and vertical integrations within and across the AI-based industry
need serious periodic oversight from the FTC, which can be enacted by Congress to
prevent the concentration of databases and surveillance capacity.

. Third, along with the change in the effort to educate consumers, particularly in the
U.S., the FTC should enact and enforce an opt-in model regarding surveillance in per-
sonal data-based AI platforms (Park 2011).

. Fourth, on the side of consumption, a long-term local-level public campaign for pro-
moting relevant digital skills must be instilled involving various stakeholder groups.

It is important to note that these first and second proposals are to address the first
axiom concerning concentrated AI surveillance structure. These two proposals will also
tackle the second axiom regarding peculiarities of data as information, in that low cost
of data collection and reuse can be in part restricted or at least discouraged by limiting
third-party access to data collected under specific platforms. The third and fourth proposals
are to tackle the problem of the third axiom concerning AI nudge (or its manipulation) on
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the side of individual users, as the current opt-out option is hardly engineered for users to
take any meaningful actions for privacy. On the other hand, the last two proposals are also
to be applied to AI-based sectors in dealing with personal data concerning children, elderly,
and other vulnerable populations, as well as digital records related to personal finance,
health and related genome data.

Collectively, the suggested measures above are not to naïvely suggest one approach
at a state national-level to eradicate all the root causes of surveillance in algorithm-based
public sphere—the problems recognised as three axioms in this paper. Still, a set of regu-
latory principles, based on which policy-makers devise oversight to ease the loss of our abil-
ities to control the flow of data in AI platforms, are possible, especially considering practical
natures of what is suggested above. In fact, the full scope of Fair Information Practice Prin-
ciples (FIPs), though the most comprehensive working guidelines yet, remain difficult to be
incorporated into an AI system design, with its regulatory emphasis premised on user-side
actions such as access and transparency. This concern is a reasonable and practical one and,
when it comes to the specifics of AI-driven platforms, the above macro-level regulatory sol-
utions must be mixed with another layer of regulatory measures at a micro-level. Particu-
larly helpful, yet again, is Lessig’s premise that “code is law” (2009; also, Bowker and Star
1999), but here in a more literal sense of computer code in that algorithmic programming
can be a powerful tool for regulating user behaviour as well as the operation of digital plat-
forms. From this standpoint, it is telling that AI-based digital systems like Facebook,
Amazon or Google can be engineered or reverse-engineered for fulfilling other societal
purposes such as privacy.

In this sense, one of the attractive policy alternatives is to take a more normative than
technical approach, and a more consequential than purely instrumental point of view
about personal data. As Napoli (2015) succinctly pointed out, algorithms can be regarded
as institutions, like mass media, in the way that their effects are obliged to the public inter-
est. If such normative reconceptualisation is possible, then, the algorithmic need of per-
sonal data, as in any AI industry sector, can be re-conceptualised—not just as Weberian
rational motivations or phenomena (for instance, based on three axioms reviewed
above), but as the extension of public control over the use of personal data as well as insti-
tutional data management processes. In imaging such possibilities of next Internet-AI
worlds, it is in fact fascinating to see the insightful suggestion by Mosco (2018) who rec-
ommended the reconceptualisation of technological convergence as carrying public
utility functions, such as water and electricity. This insight resonates with the normative
concern that this paper started based on the premise of public sphere. In fact, (1) if
public sphere is dominated by AI, and (2) if such domination is based on personal data,
then, one might ask about a strong rationale about why AI surveillance is not regulated
for public benefits. It naturally follows that the state government has active stakes, not
only to protect or promote citizens’ rights to access, but also to maintain certain levels
of quality, let’s say of water, as much as of personal data.

This way, the protection of privacy in AI-based digital platforms can and should be
thought as an institutional product providing various public utility functions in public
sphere, whereby their institutional interactions with users may carry public obligations
under regulatory purview. Based on this perspective, policy-makers can justify regulatory
oversight and interventions against a purely functional argument supporting unregulated
AI. A dilemma for AI-based business model is precisely that it can never sustain with no data
surveillance—henceforth, we witness its “normalisation” process of surveillance. With the
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three AI axioms perpetuating AI surveillance as “normality,” data protection becomes a
structural problem, not an episodic one. Sanguine policy measures thus must devise corre-
sponding levels of structural solutions, which tackle the recurrence of surveillance normal-
isation in public sphere.

Conclusion

The readers should not leave with the impression that the study of AI surveillance
and privacy suffers from the complete void of conceptual tools beyond what has been dis-
cussed in terms of the three axioms. Neither is this study’s aim to conclude that there are
serious shortcomings in prior debates. Like many other areas of socio-tech-policy inquiries,
the aim was that newer useful conceptual grounds can be laid out so that future debates
do not reach conceptual insularity whereby scholars confront only limited sets of analytical
tools and choices. We might reach similar conclusions about automated AI surveillance and
its normalisation tendency; but sceptical views will advance—when aided by alternative
conceptual reasons and thus, will need to continuously generate clearer practical
implications.

As Foucault (1975) noted, if surveillance and its institutional mechanism do mean the
power to structure how to control public sphere, we in fact have the insurmountable
concern over AI surveillance, because the current trend symbolises that such disciplinary
control is becoming easily normalised, handing over control to the commercial entities
with their dominant algorithmic power. With this, the democratic function of rational
public sphere and its ideal will be, not only very unlikely to arise, but also hardly put
forth even as an ideal. Put differently, the public sphere will be simply a product of AI sur-
veillance and algorithmic processing by commercial platforms. Future works will need to
borrow further insights on this future development, while borrowing insights from
related fields, such as behavioural economics, and we have seen successful examples in
which scholars obtaining valid experimental-survey evidence make critical policy analysis
(see Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewenstein 2015). The complexity of measuring any
change (or no change) brought by AI, automation, and surveillance requires such interdis-
ciplinary instruments and a significant conceptual revision.
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